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About This Game

COLOR is a unique puzzle game from Dual Studios which revolves around the manipulation of color through the additive color
system.

In each level you must use and manipulate the colors at your disposal to match the color of the goal and therefore progress to the
next stage. There are a number of different puzzle mechanics that will be explored throughout the game:

Primary single colors

Secondary additive colors

Primary colors through subtraction

Grey areas that you must avoid

Switches that change elements in the level

The combination of all colors to produce white

Blank areas that can save a color to re-use later on
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Dual snake control

And more...

The game follows the basic idea that light is made up of waves. This light can be interpreted as different colors depending on
how long the waves are. There are three primary colors that come from this: Red, Green and Blue. These primary colors can

then be added together to create secondary colors: Yellow, Cyan and Magenta. These six colors can then be mixed and
separated to make each other, thus creating the complex puzzle mechanic that the game is built around.

Trailer music by Jamie Molloy
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Title: COLOR
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Dual Studios, Sam McGarry
Publisher:
Dual Studios
Release Date: Coming soon

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8/8.1 or 10

Processor: 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128mb Video Memory

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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